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Evoc-Learn — High quality simulation of early vocal learning
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Abstract
Evoc-Learn is a system for simulating early vocal learning of
spoken language in ways that can overcome some of the major
bottlenecks in vocal learning. The system consists of
VocalTractLab, a geometrical three-dimensional vocal tract
model for simulating aeroacoustics and articulatory dynamics,
a coarticulation model for controlling the temporal dynamics of
articulation, and a sensory feedback system for guiding the
learning process. We will demonstrate each component of
Evoc-Learn and show how they work together to simulate the
learning of highly intelligible speech.
Index Terms: articulatory synthesis, CV coarticulation, speech
recognition, speech perception, sensory feedback

A learning scheme based on auditory, visual or
somatosensory feedback.

Figure 1: Schematic of Evoc-Learn.
2.1. VocalTractLab—An articulatory synthesizer

1. Introduction

VocalTractLab is a geometrical three-dimensional vocal tract
model with built-in aeroacoustic transformation and
articulatory dynamics. The geometrical vocal tract shape and
the aeroacoustic transformation allow the generation of spectral
properties of consonants, vowels and intonation. The target
approximation model simulates articulatory gestures as discrete
target approximation movements [6].

How do children learn to speak without explicit instructions?
This question is more than a matter of curiosity, as speech is a
lifelong continuous process of acquisition, use and adaptation.
One of the best ways to understand vocal learning is to simulate
it through computational modeling based on findings of
observational studies. Previous modeling attempts have tried to
simulate vocal learning as direct imitation [1], caretaker
feedback [1,2], reinforcement learning [3], and self-motivation
[4,5]. Advances have been restrained, however by difficulties
in resolving some of the major bottlenecks, including, in
particular, the lack of invariance and speaker normalization. In
this Show and Tell we will present a new simulation system
with components that can address these difficulties to simulate
the learning of words that are intelligible and natural sounding.

2. Framework
Evoc-Learn is a modular simulation system developed to test
various ecological assumptions about early vocal learning. As
shown in Figure 1, the system consists of the following
components.
1. VocalTractLab — A state-of-the-art articulatory
synthesizer based on a geometrical 3-D vocal tract model
with built-in gestural dynamics [6].
2. A syllable model based on a theory of coarticulation,
which controls the temporal dynamics of articulation [7].
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Figure 2: VocalTractLab. Top: 3D geometric model.
Bottom: Target approximation model.
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2.2. Syllable-based coarticulation model

vocal exploration. The constraint ensures an open vocal tract
for vowels and a narrow vocal tract for consonants. We will
show how these constraints can effectively restrict the search
space for the articulatory targets.

The coarticulation model (Figure 3) is based on a theory that
the syllable is a mechanism of reducing temporal degrees of
freedom by synchronizing consonantal (C), vocalic (V), and
laryngeal (T) gestures at syllable onset to enable neural control
of articulation [7]. It also posits that the temporal overlap of
consonant and vowels at the syllable onset is realized by strictly
sequential target approximation at the level of articulator
dimensions, so that different dimensions of the same articulator
can be controlled respectively by either the consonant or the
vowel [7,8]. We will demonstrate how the coarticulation model
helps to resolve a major portion of the variability problem and
improves naturalness of synthetic syllables.

2.3.4. Visual observation
Visual observation plays a critical role in the learning of sounds
with overt facial movements, such as lip rounding or lip
spreading [9]. We will demonstrate how a set of articulatory
objectives motivated by visually-available signals can have a
positive effect on the intelligibility of CV utterances produced
by VocalTractLab.

3. Software design
Evoc-Learn is a modular system implemented in Python as a
number of standalone packages under the GNU General Public
Licence. The system is designed as sets of composable
functional components which can be used to construct flexible
processing pipelines for experiments either in Python directly
or on the UNIX command line. Each package contains
implementations for the application of models and processes as
well as tools for the construction of models such as neural
networks. The system leverages well-known Python
infrastructure packages such as Pandas, H5PY, Tensorflow,
etc. as far as possible to reduce the learning curve for new users
and provides streaming data serialization to human-readable
and efficient data formats to ease the implementation of large
experiments.

Figure 3: Coarticulation model of syllable
synchronization based on articulatory synchrony.
2.3. Sensory-guided vocal learning
Because pre-lingual children cannot benefit from caretaker
instructions, they have to rely on their own sensory input in
vocal learning. In Evoc-Learn, four types of feedback
mechanisms are simulated: auditory matching, perceptual
recognition, somatosensory constraint, and visual observation.
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Direct auditory matching is what is explored in most simulation
works. During learning, learner-generated speech sounds are
directly compared to the target sounds based on MFCC or Log
Mel spectrogram, and the differences are used as a guide to
improve further vocal exploration. This learning mechanism
resembles direct imitation, whereby the learner tries to match
the acoustics of their own practice articulation to that of a target
utterance. Direct auditory matching has not yet led to high
quality simulation [1-5], but it is included in Evoc-Learn as an
option (Figure 1 left) to further explore its full potential and
serve as a baseline for other sensory feedback mechanisms.
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